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Question
[IMAGE] Which Spanish artist painted 'The 3rd of May' (1808)?
[IMAGE] What is the name of this thick close-fitting double-breasted jacket that is
popular with sailors?
[IMAGE] What is the name of this two-handed Scottish sword? It was also the
kickname of the defunct Scottish team in NFL Europe.
[IMAGE] Which 2014 Wes Anderson film set in the fictional Republic of Zubrowka
between the Wars won four Oscars, though not Best Picture?
[IMAGE] The Man in the Yellow Hat owns which children's book and TV title
character?
[IMAGE] A still from which 1987 Pete Gabriel video clip is shown here? It won a
record nine MTV Video Music Awards.
[IMAGE] Which Australian rugby union commentator is pictured here?
[IMAGE] Which Emeritus Professor of Applied Language Studies regularly appears in
Brisbane print media and radio?
[IMAGE] Which American actress and model (b. 1982) is pictured here?

10 [IMAGE] Which double bend double forms an obstacle on a motor-racing track?
11 Who presented the Australian TV game show 'Catch Phrase'?
The digital interactive learning space known as "The Cube" is located in which
12
Brisbane university?
13 What piece of office equipment is Pixar film studio’s mascot, Luxo Jr.?
It is now more broadly applied in business, but which two-word term originally
14 referred to a manufacturing improvement process in which 99.99966% of products
were expected to be free of defects?
Which country held a referendum on 30th September 2018 concerning EU and
15
NATO membership?
16 Fondant is a variety of which foodstuff?
By what collective name are Balthasar, Melchior and Caspar (or Gaspar) better
17
known?
18 The Big Banana is located in which NSW town?
19 The main hub for Emirates airline is located in which city?
20 Which Hungarian-American actor [1882-1956] was buried in a Dracula costume?
21 Which actor portrayed Dominic Toretto in 'The Fast and the Furious' film series?
22
23
24
25
26
27
28
29

Which piece of sporting equipment is also the trophy for the annual Teen Choice
Awards?
Which national capital was formerly known as Fort Salisbury?
Sagamore Hill house was the home of which US president from 1885 until his death
in 1919?
Which American Military Academy was established in 1802, some 80 kilometres
north of New York City?
The beer abbreviation IPA stands for which three words?
By what name is Batman's antagonist Oswald Cobblepot better known?
The Moulin Rouge nightclub is located in which historic district of Paris?
Which sweet, known as lokum in its native language, is typically flavoured with
rosewater and eaten in cubes?
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30 What is the westernmost capital city in mainland Europe?
31 Sun City is a premium resort located in which country?
32 The Hallelujah Chorus is part of which work, often performed at Christmas?
33 Which US president served the most terms?
In 1932 the Australian military conducted a "war" against which native animal as
34
part of a wildlife management campaign?
What is the occupation of Silas Marner, title character of the 1861 George Eliot
35
novel?
36 The Tiwi Bombers compete in which AFL competition?
37 Which B vitamin is also known as thiamine?
38 'Killing Me Softly' was a 1973 hit for which singer?
39 What is the southernmost South American capital?
40 In July 1994 the comet Shoemaker-Levy 9 collided with which planet?
41 For what purpose would a tandoor normally be used?
In Australian backyard cricket, what are the two usual consequence of hitting a ball
42 over the neighbour's fence on the full? The three word answer is shared by an
occasional rock band featuring former Australian fast bowler Brett Lee.
43 Which infamous island can be viewed from the Golden Gate Bridge?
44 Which author wrote the 1844 fairy-tale 'The Snow Queen'?
45 Commonly used in biology, which word means 'state of living together'?
A line from whose 1819 poem inspired the title of F Scott Fitzgerald's 1934 novel
46
'Tender is the Night'?
47 Leigh Matthews played 332 games for which AFL/VFL club?
Who is the only person to have scored a goal in a football (soccer) World Cup, and a
48
Test cricket double century?
49 What country was divided into four different occupied zones from 1945-1949?
50 Which late Australian's middle names were Francis Bullmore?
51 According to a 2006 hit by Shakira, which body part doesn't lie?
52 Named after a famous Briton, what is the capital city of North Carolina?
53 A sesquicentennial celebrates how many years?
54 What connects Rollers, Blaze, Giants and Chargers?
55 Which Queensland town's name contains no letters?
Which rock band had hits in the last 1980s with 'Welcome to the Jungle' and
56
'Paradise City'?
57 The phrase 'God is dead' is attributed to which German philosopher (1844-1900)?
Which football (soccer) World Cup was the first to be broadcast in colour? [Year or
Country]
59 Which blood cell is also known as an erythrocyte?
58

60 What does an entomologist study?
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